
42% Energy Savings 
AND EVAP CREDITS
at the gap

CASE STUDY

PROBLEM

The GAP’s five-story commercial building is located in the City of Pleasanton, which has 
high pH, high TDS and hard water. Hardness as CaCO3 in the groundwater ranges from 
316mg/L up to 529 mg/L. These numbers impact water consumption with excessive  
evaporation and water waste, increased energy bills, and higher Co2 emissions.  
Additionally, there was a foul smell from hydrogen sulfate in the water, and the high pH  
was eroding equipment.

Brian Malone is the chief engineer at the Gap headquarters in Pleasanton, California 
and assures efficient maintenance operations for the 180,000 square feet five-story 
facility. Specifically, The Gap was looking to solve it’s exceptionally hard water  
problems, and Malone meticulously collected data to understand the impact  
Magnation would deliver. 

Magnation’s devices were promised to decrease surface tension, reduce friction and 
viscosity for faster and easier flow. Magnation also improves pump performance with 
better air intake, better spray patterns, and flow inducement while saving fuel to get 
more power with less energy and maintenance. Malone was eager to see if water 
works more effectively when conditioned with Magnation, in hopes of positively  
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RESULTS

In addition to solving hard water issues and lowering the pH, Malone noted a reduction in water and energy 
waste, Co2 emissions, and reaping evaporation credits from the City of Pleasanton— the only business to 
achieve this. 

Evaporation was reduced by 37,750 gallons in the West Cooling Tower, and 29,700 gallons in the East Cooling 
Tower. The difference of two months worth of data equated to a savings of 67,450 gallons of water. Expected 
savings will approach half a million gallons of water per year in water savings alone.

Magnation is an effective treatment for scale prevention as it reduces precipitation on solid 
surfaces. As a chemical-free water descaler for commercial, industrial and residential  
applications, Magnation reduced total dissolved solids (TDS), reduced need for expensive 
and damaging chemicals, and used 42% less energy for HVAC pumping. Reduction of 42% 
in energy consumption due to two factors: using less water and reduced friction from less 
surface tension of the water.

Blow down reduced by 10%, saving water and the company received evaporation credits 
from the City of Pleasanton.

“After installing Magnation, we observed 42% savings in energy, less scale  
formation, higher efficiency in cooling with less demand on compressors for  

cooling towers resulting in easier chilling cycles, better spray pattern on  
15 year old equipment — the manufacturer had never seen that before!  
And, the cooling tower use to have a foul stink that no longer smells.” 

~ Brian Malone, Chief Engineer at The GAP Headquarters, California, 2018

SOLUTION

A combination of Magnation Rainbolts (2-stage treatment with magnetic 
resonance treatment) Aquabolts (5 stage treatment consisting of double 
Rainbolt and vortexing treatment) were installed throughout the facility. 
Magnation units were installed on the incoming main line, boilers,  
cooling towers, ice makers, and drinking fountains.

CONCLUSION

DATE OF READING WEST COOLING TOWER WEST COOLING TOWER EAST COOLING TOWER  EAST COOLING TOWER 

 MAKE-UP (GALLONS) BLOW DOWN (GALLONS) MAKE-UP (GALLONS) BLOW DOWN (GALLONS)
 
09/02/2019 1,007,100 163,200 1,449,800 111,600
11/01/2019 1,063,300 181,650 1,493,100 125,200
DIFFERENCE 56,200 18,450 43,300 13,600

Evaporation formula used: Cooling Tower Make-up minus Cooling Tower Blow Down.


